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Preparing for a Kabyle Wedding 

 
  

Algerian Arabic transcript: 
  

   ! �ن أ*3 678ول 345 012/, ا*.-,ل و *(�اج ه%دوك؟ ! �ن؟:س

   ::::ف

   ا*;اج= و> *.;ا؟:س

یF�ل *N یI-3 واحD ا*,واج >زم ا*Dار ::: >زم ا*�احD ...  آJ/; یdossier3-IهDا آ/.% نF�*� 3E ا*Dزای; ,  @(?:ف

 O3 دارF-3 ی-Iل یDJأ*3 ی Pو ::: آ%یbon3 345 ب ;يT8 U345 دورآ N4/ )اس ن;I* وDه  ...Wای ,U4X%I*ا Pا*-%س آ%ی .

, ی;وح یT;ي, *I;یOD-5 e ی;وح ی3cFان% سb\Y %0\]J , ا*Dار a%ع 5%ودت سJ[\0% ,ان% !]Z ن0%ر زوج� Y%و32

, آ/.% ن(3E P ا*Dار.  ه3 أ*Alors ,familleg4 \2 3. ی�جI4* D;س,  ه DايیT;ي */W ه�, یT;ي *.;W2, هfيیDی;

آ%ش c* , %8/%ف یF4%وه% نU/Fب%ش آ/1� ا, ن1/� نF/� ا*Dار ن ::: نJ7[�ه% ه Dای%و و*/Y D%*\3 أن% و Y�ی% @[/; >Y�ر 

Daی.U ن;8�ه% و نT;و وحD اY;ى و ::: نJ;یJ%رو , 3E ا*Dار ::: آ%نD-I8 bن% U7[5 5/%نD-5Uن% U7[5 8 7;ة نDJ*�ه% 

*1I�ز ی.% و> اI* ZY;یe و> اI* ZY;وسU و> l0\/4/8%E ا*-7% ی�جDو هDوك ال ::: , ا*Dار و ا*-7% آ/.% *1I�ز ی.%

یJ/1� هDوك ::: هDوك . 2.% ح%جU آJ/;ةیF)\7�ه3E l ا*I;س b2%Y رای(/P وی 4� د!;ة آJ/;ة ی�جDو *.P5% أ*3 

, E 3F)\72 ,U@%Jm 3F)\72-%ج=, *.P5% ن\%ع ا* �زی-U ::: آ%یP أ*3 یDFر ی3F)\72 b2%Y ;T ب%*,اف 3E ا*I;س

U!;[*3 اF)\72 .ي;Tأ*3 ی Pأ*3 78 , آ%ی Pو آ%ی l0/4nي ب%*,اف و ی;Tأ*3 ی Pآ%ی D-5 P8 g47\رش و یDF8% ی P/

 DIب P8 ا 8% آ%نا*1/;ان وfو ه l0Iس ی;ج;I*ا o4nی ...::: ...Oا ,D/Iب P8 �1أ*3 ی Pآ%ی N*%345 ب NE%آ/.% , و دی

 و >زم و یJ%2� >زم E;اش,  3E 5-%بU ی1�ن% 3E ا*I;س و >زم ی2%J�D-5familleن% ,  3E وه;انfamilleن(D-5 Pن% 

 آ;س3 و P8 ب3E l0/4n2 DI ا*Dار T260;ي , آ/.% هDي *I]%یDF2 %8 eریT2 b;یD ...::: ...l0ای%ویDIa Pو آ;اسU و آ

b.0/F)\72 %8 ,ا*1/;ان D-5 P8 �J/1ا, نfه D-5 ة;T5 , o4n/و آ �.rا و نfه D-5 =اب�m ا و زوجfه D-5 U7.Y

Iس ن;ج;I*اlه� ,lه�Iس ن ::: ن;ج;I*ا o4n/ي ه3... آfو , هfamilleو%I\2 ع%a s)*3 اE 3 , ن-Iس ی;I*3 اE

و ه Dا . هfا 5;س ن�[a� NI8,  ا*1/;ان یF�ل *N آ%نs)\72 %8 b نI%ونmêmeN, ن%س a%ع. 3E ا*(s ن\%ع رب3

3-Iی .   
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English translation: 
 
S: Who is responsible for furnishing the house and things like that? Who is it? 
F: Uh 
S: The groom or the bride? 
F: Alright, what we call a dossier in Algeria—I mean, is big— I can tell you, I mean—
during the wedding one needs a house—uh—one needs to clean his house and—uh—
there are some who change. Well, I mean the wedding that I am talking about now is not 
the same as the ones in the old days. Yes, there are families who— In the case of my 
brother’s wedding, we repainted the whole house; I painted it because the groom is busy 
getting things, buying things, doing this and that—he needs to buy things for the bride 
and for himself and things like that; basically preparing for the wedding. All right, the 
family is the one responsible for the wedding. Like in my family’s case, me, my younger 
brother and my cousin cleaned the house and—uh—painted it and things like that so that 
when the guests come they find the house clean. So, if we have something broken in the 
house, we replace it—uh—if we have something old, we throw it away and buy a new 
one and—uh— We prepare the house and the women like my mother or the groom’s 
sister, or the bride’s sister, or the women in their family get—uh—get the dishes needed 
for the wedding because they will be feeding a big village. They bring those—uh—the 
kitchen materials—uh— There are some people who are able to buy a lot for the 
wedding: you would need cups, plates and rugs. There are some who buy, who buy a lot 
and leave them for other occasions but there are some who can’t afford it and so borrow 
some from the neighbors and after the wedding ends, they return them—uh— Oh and 
your guests, as you know some come from far away – like us, we have family in Oran 
and in Annaba who would come for the wedding and they need a place to sleep. And to 
sleep over, they need covers, and they need a place to sit like chairs and things like that—
uh— Things like these you can’t buy them – you can’t buy 60 chairs and after that leave 
them in the house when you don’t need them. And so, we get them from the neighbors: 
ten from this one, five from this one, and two tables from that one. We collect them and 
after the wedding ends, we return them. This is it, and the whole family collaborates in 
the wedding, I mean, for the sake of God. Everyone, even neighbors say to you, “If you 
need anything, we can help you; we stand with you for this wedding.” I mean, like this.  
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